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Best Karate Belt Display – UPDATED
2021
Starting out with Karate and just won your first Karate belt? Or
maybe you’re a veteran in this martial art and have already
gathered numerous belts to your collection? Regardless of which
category you belong to, you’re going to have to place your belts
somewhere. A karate belt display case is the perfect solution to
displaying your belts elegantly and showing off your achievements
to friends and family. Let’s take a closer look at why you need one
and what options are available out there in the market.
It's hard to put into words how exciting it is for a martial artist to earn a belt that
reflects his current rank in his field. Such an advancement takes countless hours of
hard work, training, and learning, and many fields in the world of martial arts require
students to participate in competitions to obtain their next belt. Then there's the issue
of what to do with the previous rank's belts. Most martial artists ultimately reach the
same conclusion - the only way to truly showcase their success is to place their
hard-earned belts on the best belt karate belt display case they can find.
Ask Yourself The Following Questions:
➔
➔
➔
➔

Do I want to organize my current or future belt collection?
Is it important for me to be able to show off my belts to others?
Do I want to make sure my belts don’t get scratched or damaged?
How about making sure I never lose any one of my hard-earned belts?

If you’ve answered “yes” to any of these questions, a martial arts belt display can
solve many of your problems.
The majority of martial arts belt displays specifically state that they are designed for
karate belts. However, those same displays could be used by a variety of other forms
of martial arts. Many new displays can also be used to display sashes alongside
belts. It all depends on the buyer’s preferences. Belt displays are available in a wide
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range of designs and colors, and all of them can be decorated with names, images,
and phrases. When the right canvas is chosen, a karate belt display can truly be a
piece of art.

Why Do I Need a Karate Belts Display Case?
A karate belt is probably the most significant achievement a practitioner of Karate
can get his hands on. Each belt serves as a visual reminder of all the skills and
techniques one has mastered, and hence it’s vital to have the right tools to showcase
this achievement. In addition, the belt ranks of a martial artist upgrade with time,
meaning one must have a place to keep all of his previous ranks’ karate belts in an
organized manner.
An excellent way to store belts won in martial arts is with a beautifully crafted martial
arts belt display case. Such belt displays are conceptually identical to trophy cases
that an athlete in a sport other than martial arts would use to showcase his or her
achievements, offering an enticing and secure means of storage for regular viewing.
There are many different options out there, such as the D Karate Belt Cylinder Display
that you may have already heard of. Let’s take a look at the best martial arts displays the
current market has to offer.

Top 5 Best Martial Arts Belt Displays In 2021
Best Overall - Victory Martial Arts 15 Belt Karate Martial Arts Belt Display
Victory Martial Arts are best known for their versatile inventory related to martial arts
products, be it uniforms, equipment, or belt displays. The Victory Martial Arts Karate
Display is a highly customizable belt display constructed of premium thick wood. It is
very plain with a large customizable area that you can throw in an individual touch on
with paint, markers, wood burners, or whatever else you like!
What Makes This Display Different Than Others?
This karate belt display is comparatively larger and sturdier than most of the displays
on Amazon and can hold up to 15 belts. Not just that, it’s quite an affordable option.
For the customer’s convenience, this belt display comes with brass clips attached to
the back for easy hanging. Besides, the package also includes 30 elastic straps to
hold your belts. Its potential for customization, belt holding capacity, positive reviews,
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and affordability earned it the best overall position among all the belt displays listed
in this article.
Pros:
● Thick and sturdy
● Highly customizable
● Holds 15 belts
Cons:
● Some units have been reported to be shipped damaged.

Minimal Pick - RenKata Taekwondo Belt Display Holder 8 Belts
RenKata may not be a household name, but that doesn’t stop them from producing
top-quality martial arts products. RenKata has several display options for sale, but if
you’re looking for a minimal pick, their 8 Belt Taekwondo Belt Display is the best
choice for you. This belt has numerous positive reviews on Amazon, praising its
quality and durability. RenKata does not deal with fakes. Their belt display is made of
genuine solid wood and not some cheap plastic. Plus, the belt comes with natural
color and a semi-gloss UV protective clear coat finish that complements its overall
appearance. And if that wasn’t enough, this display also has the word “Taekwondo”
as well as a motivational quote engraved on it. The belt display is lightweight and
you can conveniently mount it to the wall without the fear of it ever falling.
This belt display may be smaller than the rest, but that’s because it is made
specifically for young martial art practitioners who are just starting out and don’t have
as many belts as others. Thus, we’ve classified this belt display as the “Minimal Pick”
option for those searching for a minimal yet high-quality martial arts belt display.
Pros:
● Semi-gloss UV protective clear coat finish
● Engraved text on wood
● Holds 8 belts in total
Cons:
● No customization offered
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Budget Pick - AFUOWER Martial Arts Belt Holder Hanging Display
If you’re looking to showcase your medals and belts all in one place, then we
recommend going for the AFUOWER Martial Arts Belt Display, which can not only
hold 8 belts, but can also accommodate up to 5 medals. This display is not made of
ordinary wood like 90% of the belt displays on Amazon. Instead, it is built from
premium felt material, making the display lightweight and portable. If you’re worried
about the felt material resulting in dust collection on the display, worry no more! The
felt material used in this display is completely dustproof.
You can choose from various colors, including black, grey, and blue. These vivid
colors will make your belt display look unique and stand out among others and it can
fit any decorating style. This display by AFUOWER is undoubtedly the most
affordable belt display on this list.
Pros:
●
●
●
●

Lightweight and dustproof felt material
Attractive color options
Holds 8 belts and 5 medals
Fits most financial budgets

Cons:
● No customization offered

Best Round Display - Generic Martial Arts Belt Display for All Forms of
Martial Arts
Generic has a diverse inventory of high-quality products at reasonable prices, all of
them having positive reviews. Their belt display is also proof of their creativity and
has the most unique look among all the displays in this list. This is not just some
flimsy display one would find in the flea market, but one that comes with a solid
wooden top and base with a beautiful dark chocolate reddish-brown finish. You can
simply coil and slip your belts into this display without any hassle. Rest assured that
this display can hold up the weight of all the belts you place in it. To put the cherry on
the cake, this belt display comes with a bonus martial arts notebook which is
custom-made for recording karate, judo, Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu techniques. You can use
these to enhance your skills and keep a daily track of your martial arts training. With
a price that falls in the mid-range category, this belt display is definitely a huge bang
for your buck.
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Pros:
● Reputable company
● Solid wooden construction with a beautiful finish
● Holds 8 belts
Cons:
● It May be too simple for some people.

The Best 10 Level Karate Belt Display - RenKata Personalized
Taekwondo Belt Display for Martial Arts Belts
This is the second belt display from RenKata on our list, and that’s no coincidence.
The quality of their products is outstanding. RenKata also has hundreds of positive
reviews from happy customers. Their belt holder is one of the most popular products
in their store, and it is easy to see why. RenKata can customize the belt display with
any name up to 12 characters before shipping. The top portion of this belt display
represents a torii gate, and your name will be engraved into this flat piece.
Mounting a display to the wall can become a challenge without brackets. RenKata
made this process easier by providing pre-installed wall mounting brackets with
every order. Considering the fact that it comes with customization options and
pre-installed brackets, we find its price to be very reasonable.
Pros:
● Holds up to 10 belts
● Customizable
● Includes pre-installed mounting brackets
Cons:
● Higher price point

What You MUST Consider When Buying the Best Karate
Belt Displays
Picking the Right Display Format: Freestanding or Wall-Mounted
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There are two basic types of belt displays. With a wall-mounted display, the user can
mount their belts to the chosen wall using hanging hardware or screw holes. This
type of display is usually flat and enables viewers to see both the sides and front
parts of the belt.
On the other hand, freestanding displays are supported by pedestal bases or stable
feet that allow them to be placed on a flat surface like a tabletop, mantelpiece, or
floor. Such displays may be circular or rectangular in shape and provide a
360-degree full view of the karate belts to the viewer. Certain freestanding displays
come with a flat display structure similar to wall-mounted options, but have a
pedestal base that lets one see the back side of the display.
At the end of the day, format choice is a personal decision, so go for what suits your
home's space and individual aesthetic needs.

What Rack Size Should You Go For?
Most of the belt displays listed in this article provide enough space for either 8 or 10
belts. Eventually, the rack you choose to buy can either reflect the amount of training
progress you've already made or play a motivation role for future goals.
For instance, if you've progressed to the sixth rank in your martial art discipline and
expect to reach the seventh and eighth belt ranks in the immediate future, you can
buy an eight-belt display rack to show off the six belts you have won while also
making space for the next belts you’re after. By doing so, you’ll motivate and remind
yourself that the road to the end-goal is far from over. When you earn belts, it can
feel rewarding and ceremonial to put them in the rack. You should buy the 10 level
karate belt display rack and proudly hang it if you've already hit the pinnacle of your
discipline and want to incorporate your accomplishments in your home decor.

Options for Belt Rack Embellishment
There are several various belt display types to choose from, such as simple displays
that focus on the belts and embellished displays that provide colorful imagery that
add visual interest. One could add Japanese kanji letters, colorful wooden rooftop
shapes, and symbolic images to add some flair to the display. Custom engraving is
also available on some of the belt displays mentioned above, allowing you to get a
word or phrase engraved into the display, like your own name or a nice short
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inspiring slogan your martial art instructor uses. Martial artists who take their craft
seriously will love the appreciation and inspiration shown by such a gift.

Best Karate Display FAQs
Q: What should I do if I have too many belts?
A: Different belt displays listed in this article can accommodate a fixed number of
belts. If you have too many belts, you can overlay them and create more space for
belts. Plus, you can also buy an expansion kit for your belt display to hold all of your
belts. If none of this works, just go for a second belt display.
Q: What rack size should I choose as a beginner?
A: If you are a beginner and have just started getting ranks in karate, you should go
for a smaller rack instead of a 10 level karate belt display that can accommodate up
to six or eight karate belts. This is because it will take time to increase your rank and
get more belts, so a larger-sized rack won’t look too impressive with just a few belts
on it.
Q: What qualities should I look for in an ideal karate belt display case?
A: An ideal karate belt display is one that has a sturdy construction, is convenient,
can hold 10 or more belts, and has an attractive finish. Also, it shouldn’t be way over
your budget and must have positive reviews from previous customers.

Conclusion - There’s No One Best Option For All
Just like most things in life, it all comes down to your own taste and requirements.
There’s no one-size-fits-all option, you need to know what you want and filter through
the various options according to your needs.
Don’t be afraid to do your research. Read through the different products we’ve
mentioned above. Go through the small details and the reviews. Maybe even check
them out live. Ultimately, we’re sure you’ll find one that suits your needs. Once you
do, you’ll be proud to showcase your hard-earned karate belts in your stunning
karate belts display case for everyone to see!

